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TSA Vehicle Safety (NVS) serves as the foundation that supports the Agency's goal to
redu notor vehicle injuries and fatalities. Among the activities of the program is rulemaking,
enforcem t, vehicle safety research, and statistical analysis.

onent Test Database Collections
The crash test database consists o
ee data collections: vehicle test data; dummy and cadaver
test data; and safety equipment or com 1ent test data. These three data collections are
generically referred to as Vehicle, Biomec ics, and Component test collections.
The data base collections were initiated in 1978 an
crash tests.
Access to the data on NHTSA web servers, is located at:
http://www.nhtsa.gov/Research/Databases+and+Software
Extensive documentation and infom1ation on the three data collections, inclu · g
and other reference guides can be found at:
h

~/

m:formats

://www.nhtsa. ov/Research/Databases+and+Software/NHTSA+Test+Reference+Gm
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Vehicle Crash Test Database
A Vehicle Crash Test Database contains engineering data measured during various
types ofre arch, the New Car Assessment Program (NCAP), and compliance crash tests.
Infonnation 1 this database refers to the performance and response of vehicles and other
structures in im acts.
Information is sub "tted by universities, private test contractors, and other entities to NHTSA,
which reviews the da to ensure that it meets fonnat requirements. Data includes the following
items:

GENERAL TEST INFO
TION, includes the definitions of data elements identifying the
test (type, configuration, date, erforming contractor) as well as some elements that identify test
conditions (closing speed or im ct angle).
VEHICLE INFORMATION, co tains info~rmf
on about the vehicle being tested (make,
·ng testing (travel angle, vehicle damage
model, year, engine type) as well as ta gathe
~
index, bumper engagement).
BARRIER INFORMATION identifies e barl""'~ and the test characteristics related to
type (rigid or deformable, angle).
OCCUPANT INFORMATION, defines th ata e
or describing the occupant (age,
size, height, and weight), giving the occupant's catio
tion to the interior components of
the vehicle, and recording the effect of the crash
parts the occupant's body.
RESTRAINTS INFORMATION, lists the restrai s used by each of the vehicle occupants and
includes information on the type, attachment and dep ment status of each restraint.
INSTRUMENTAL INSTRUMENTATION INFO
TION describes the sensor used in
each test by type of instrument, location on the componen eing tested, attachment points, and
other information about how the sensor data is transmitted.
This data base provides a standardized format that allows for ex ange of data among
o ways; either in a special
participating researchers. The output files may be written in one o
binary format, which NHTSA's in-house processing software loads · ectly into the NHTSA
databases, or the files may be written in ASCII, for purposes of data ex ange outside the
agency.
Output data includes textual reports (Portable Document Format (PDF)), pho
Interchange), and video (Audio Video Interleaved Format (AVI)).

Disposition: PERMANENT. Transfer a copy of all extant data to the National Ar ·ves and
Records Administration (NARA) in a format acceptable to NARA upon approval of ·
schedule. Thereafter, transfer subsequent accumulations of the data in a format accepta
NARA every two (fiscal/calendar) years.
NHTSA will retain a copy of the data until no longer needed for agency business, when the da
can be destroyed after verifying data has been transferred to NARA.
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2.· Bio mechanics Test Database

The NH A Biomechanics Test Database is a repository of experimental data used by NHTSA
for develo · g anthropomorphic test devices and associated injury criteria. The data is
disseminate ia this website for use by academia, the automotive industry, and the public to
improve the s ty of automobiles and reduce death and injuries on United States highways.
Infonnation is sub "tted by universities, private test contractors, and other entities to NHTSA,
which reviews the da to ensure that it meets format requirements. Data includes the following
items, among many o
TION, including: test number, contract or study title, and test

performer;

DUMMY OCCUPANT

ORMATION, including: occupant location, occupant type,

occupant sex, seat position, de ription of dummy, head injury criterion, chest severity
index.
BIOLOGICAL SPECIMEN O UPANT INFORMATION, including occupant
type, sex, age, weight, cause of dea and anomaly, and other specific biological damage
as a result of testing.
~
OCCUPANT RESTRAINTS INFO
ATI
uding restraint number, type,
mount, etc.

'

ANTHROPOMETRIC INFORMATION, 'nclu
t number, stature, shoulder
height, chest breadth, wrist circumference, ead I>
neck circumference, and
many other measurements of the human bod
~
OCCUPANT INJURY INFORMATION, inclu . g bo1lfregion, body aspect, injury,
injured organ, injury commentary, etc.

INSTRUMENTATION INFORMATION, includin

ensor information, axis direction
of sensor, calibration date, time increment, data measure ent units, etc.

CHEST BAND OCCUPANT INFORMATION and C ST BAND GAUGE
INFORMATION, including chest band number, band len
distance referenced to
spine, gauge number, gauge commentary, etc.
This data base is provides a standardized format that allows for exchan of data among
participating researchers. The output files may be written in one oftwo w s; either in a special
binary format, which NHTSA's in-house processing software loads directly · to the NHTSA
databases or the files may be written in ASCII, for purposes of data exchange utside the agency.
Output data includes textual reports (Portable Document Format (PDF)), photogr
Interchange), and video (Audio Video Interleaved Format (AVI)).
Disposition: PERMANENT. Transfer a copy of all extant data to the National Archiv
Records Administration (NARA) in a format acceptable to NARA upon approval of this
schedule. Thereafter, transfer subsequent accumulations ofthe data in a format acceptable
NARA every two (fiscal/calendar) years.
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TSA will retain a copy of the data until no longer needed for agency business, when the data
can e destroyed after verifying data has been transferred to NARA.

3.

onent Test Database

Component Test Database contains engineering data measmed during various
types of rese ch. These data result from tests designed to evaluate and modify the occupant,
vehicle, and da collection instmments used to collect information contained in the vehicle
crash and biomec ics databases.
Information is submitted b niversities, private test contractors, and other entities to NHTSA,
which reviews the data to ens e that it meets format requirements. Data includes the following
items:
GENERAL TEST INFORMATIO including version number, contract or study file, test
date, test performer, ambient tempera
etc.
VEHICLE INFORMATION, including hicle make, model and year, vehicle commentary,
transmission type, etc.
COMPONENT INFORMATION, including
ponent tested, component weight, occupant
type, dummy size percentile, etc.
INSTRUMENTATION INFORMATION, includi test vehicl~i
ntification number, sensor
type, calibration date, instrumentation commentary, etc.
ROLLOVER INFORMATION, including tire type, size d pre ~ c l e
weight
(including in various points of the vehicle, etc.
IDGH SPEED VIDEO Information, including camera numb test r
umber, view
~
description, and camera commentary.

This data base is provides a standardized format that allows for exchan of data among
participating researchers. The output files may be written in one of two w s; either in a special
binary format, which NHTSA's in-house processing software loads directly to the NHTSA
databases or the files may be written in ASCII, for purposes of data exchange tside the agency.
Output data includes textual reports, photographs and video.
Disposition: Temporary. NHTSA will retain a copy of the data until no longer needed
agency business.
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hicles, Biomechanics and Component Test

The crash st database consists of three collections, Vehicle tests, Dummy and
Cadaver test and Safety equipment or component tests. These collections are
generically refe d to as Vehicle, Biomechanics, and Component test
collections.
The vehicle collection rrently stores engineering data, photos, videos and
reports for about 7000 er h tests that NHTSA has conducted since 1979. This
engineering data is collecte by NHTSA Research, Rulemaking, and
enforcement offices and the d a is queried bY. staff engineers to support a wide
range of programs. The engine ·ng staff is
called upon to run historical
analyses.
hotos, videos, and
tests. This
engineering data is used worldwide to evalua huma
ry tolerance limits and
to design, develop and enhance the standardiz crasH test dummies. This data
is collected from NHTSA sponsored research fro
wide range of medical
universities and institutions.
The component collection contains engineering data pho , videos, and reports
for safety equipment tests. The safety equipment covers a ide range, but
typical examples are child seat tests, school bus seats, autom ive glass impacts
tests.
All three data collections are stored on a single oracle server.

Disposition: Permanent, send to NARA when no longer needed for agency busine

